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wcnk-fiel.l mw*an**umt rB««ur«n«nti on /,-iyPo BtoTe exhibit a peculiar ^mmetiy 

f\uci-imenlal meiisuremenls on Mile,    ihe leiml suuaco oonBi« 

aeterlsties. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Some time ago, we found that the weak-field 
magnetoresistance in /)-type SnTe exhibits a pecu- 
liar symmetry which,  moreover,  lb - ^ong func- 
tion of both carrier density and temperature. ■ 
The main purpose of this paper is to describe a 
conceptually simple model which can account for 
this unusual behavior in a straightforward way. 

Section II is concerned with experimental details, 
and Sec. Ill presents and discusses the magneto- 
resistance (MR) measurements.   Because of their 
unusual nature, the question oi the reliability of 
the data is examined in some detail.   The apparently 
contradictory nature of the weak-field MR and 
strong-field data is next considered, and two ear- 
lier attempts to explain the weak-field MR arc 
briefly reexamlned. 

A new model Is then proposed, and Its relevance 
to the weak-field MR ^r.ta.  as well as to the clastir 
constants and the - iastoreslstance of SnTe. is ex- 
amined.   Some observations about the quamative 
behavior of the thermoelectric power,  flail eoet- 
ficlent,  and Hall mobility are also iiulu.lcd.   The 
final section ot the discussion crnsidcrs s.mie <>l 
the unifying features of the band structure« of the 
Pb, , SivTe and Dl,.,Sbt systems. 

The column-V semimelals (As. Sb.  Bl» and the 
IV-VI semiconducting compounds (IV   Ge, Sn. '>r 
Pb- VI -S. ric. or Tel form a close-knll family ••! 
m lerials with a number o( «Imllar phyi^al and 
electronic properties.   These BlmUartm <• «re 
discussed in   -any ol the paper» in-ro Ihw con- 
ferences which dealt wltn «he matcrtal«. 

Doth PbTc and SnTe coa««!!»«*" »n "*' N•^, •,nK 

ture. and form alnnle-phaa« allo>» a« all com|».*i- 
tlona.   Exceaa It and Te make PbTe * and ^ typr 
reapccttvely. bul in Ihe CM« «»I SnTe. Mm »"H*»» 

(leid llea enlir«ly on H» T»-rtdi ««le o< •i,*<**nm 
etry.   Many dlHerent propertl« «^ »•<»« «»«• 
ptiunda hare bee« ahuHed eatenrteely    Her» *e 

will only mention four relevant types of measure- 
ments-electrical, galvanomagnetlc. thermoelec- 
tric transport, and optlcal-on'"31 PbTe and 
SnTei 1.2,13.25,32-57 

Information has been derived from these mea- 
surements concerning the temperature, carrier- 
concentration,  and directional dependences of tue 
effective masses In the conduction and valence 
bands of the two materials.   This In turn has led 
to the development of a basic band-structure model 
with some distinctive features which. In general, 
are In agreement with a series of theoretical cal- 

cjlatlons.58-74 

Almost all of the experimental and theoretical 
studies on PbTe and SnTe just c.ted suggest that 
the electronic properties of the two compounds 
are qualitatively the same In the following respects: 

(H   The main conduction- and valence-band edges 
occur at or near the centers of Ihe hexagonal laces 
(the /. points  of the (re Brllloutn zone.   In the case 
,i( PbTe. thih location was orleinally suggesled by 
weak-field N.R nieasureirenla.'•••,fc " 

(U-   The conslanl-eii'.rgy »urlTicrs near Ihe mam 
valence-band maxu-ia have a highly prolate    III   - 
urtented form.   The nuwl direct evidence l«.r Ihm 
< nme» in.m the Shulmikov-dr llaa» an<1 d« lla»*- 
van Alphen measuremmla. 

Ml  A »iRnllicanllv m.npai ataillc rnenty-mo- 
menium reUnl«iiM*lp orc«ri "»er mt*m. II iw» ■<•. 
.•I the earlier denalllea ihy» lar alwJted ««he rwwe 
is. nH^hly.  10"-10" cm» 

He    A w< »1 «*Mdtary maaima m «he »ale«r» 
band alao plat« an »mporian» n*" »« «•*» c"*AwH«« 
proreM in f"*rt* wmpl»«     1**** •»»•»«"'• ",,ar1 

VT'4*Uh Mr at««« II»»   11«)  aar« <tiw • aar*  ^ »fc» 
nriiin«n mm n*«W» MM| **** ■ *** 
rrnier MH m<mf bnaMartr*     llfMelufllk. Ä» •••* 
Om.^m^mt m*mm* «ill to M^tl»^ ■ C*l 
«„ ,»e •-i« «i-to-MTT —•—^ •• •«*• 

«•VfVf   a^VHC     ii^ii««e»Jt 
n it«« *m*am,m iraiNMHl *» <*•• •••* w**^1 
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iary maxima as a "second valence band,"75 but the 
band calculations have made it quite clear that both 
set'- of maxima belong to the same valence band. 
The importance of this distinction will become 
evident later. 

(v)  In />-type samples above about 150 K, sig- 
nificant numbers of holes begin to be thermally 
generated in the valence-band region near VB{Z). 
This was originally inferred from the temperature 
dependence of the Hall coefficient12'19-38 and from 
the energy dependence of the optical absorption.16 

At lower temperatures, holes appear near VB(5;) 
only when the total density of positive carriers ex- 
ceeds 1-2 MO20 cm"3.   This was deduced from 
the observation of kinks in the high-temperature- 
low-temperature Hall-coefficient ratio and in the 
thermoelectric power as functions of carrier den- 
si(v   27,29,13-36,38,40,47 

Many of the same types of measurements cited 
above for PbTe and SnTe have also been carried 
out on the alloy system Pb^S^Te.25,76-"7    Some 
of the alloy data, as well as certain results on 
SnTe 4i,44.4s,s» led D.mniock   MelnKaiUs   and 

Strauss to conclude, despite the similarities enu- 
merated above, that there is an important difference 
between PbTe and SnTe.7, 

This dlfferenre is Illustrated in Fig.  1, which 
sketches the relative energies of the CB(/.5, VB(0, 
and VB(j;) extrema as functions of T (temperature) 
and « (romiKMitlon. In Pb.^.Te).   The rompost- 
Uon dependrnre enter» via an adjustable Jemperature 
»cale.   The fluvrr showd lha« in PbTe the direct 
«•neriry «ap If, IN t*... CB(/,) and VB(£.) decreaseK 
M /   i.. i. ,v. v or a« SnTe la added io PbTe.   Over 
a rangr erf inlrrmrdiale valueii ol ». «he two levels 
which determln* £# rroM and interrhanße Ihelr 
role« al «ome r brtween 0 and 300 K. *   Fnr SnTe. 
U*e IrmperaHir* rordlrienl o» Bt I» nenallve. o|>- 
pnmlt* to thai in PtoTe. ir.i mmllar to ih.t found in 

wmirxwtortorn 

• t 

• ■ mi »i n lull mmmm» «a« «. 

On the basis of Fig.  1, it might seem reasonable 
to expect that basic properties of the Pb^Sn, T<- 
system which depend strongly on the magnitude of 
B, would exhibit a symmetrical behavior on opposite 
sides of the band-crossover point, but with a re- 
versed temperature dependence.   This anticipation, 
in general, is not borne out by the experimental 
data.   The electric-susceptibility effective mass in 
/»-type SnTe, for example, increases with increas- 
ing r at all carrier densities studied (3.6M019</»< 
1.2 MO21 cm"3).57  In other words, its behavior re- 
sembles that fo'ind in PbTe where the positive mass- 
temperature coefficient has been explained in terms 
of the positive (lEt/(IT found in that compound.H'17'"1 

Another surprising result is the temperature de- 
pendence of the carrier mobility.   It is essentially 
identical between 4. 2 and 300 K in PbTe and SnTe 
samples with positive carrier densities of about 
I ao^car* Furthermore, analyses which fitted 
a "two-valence-band" model to transport data on 
/»-type SnTe as a function of temperature evidently 
found it MMMHUry to assume a PbTe-Iike variation 
of the energy difference £, (see Fig.  1) between 
the VBO,) and VB(^) maxima."•4(M6'47 

An explanation for these seemingly inconsistent 
results was proposed by the first author and by 
Burke and Riedl who used it to account for the un- 
usual teinperature-d< pondent shape of the optical- 
absorption edge in SnTe.bl   The explanation points 
out that the CB(/,) and VB(/J energy levels shown 
In Fig.  1 refer only to one f><w>l In the Brillouin 
zone.    It is also necessary to examine the tempera- 
ture d»>p<ndence8 of states in the conduction and va- 
leru e bands from the mlumr of the zone wiihin 
which rarrlers contribute to the property being 
analyzeu. 

This more roniplirateri situation may be visual- 
ized an tollnwn:   As the temperature ot a suitably 
i himrn Pto, .Sn, Te alloy dropn below the point at 
which the CBI/.) and VB(/.) extrema cross, a grow - 
in« rnlume may be defined, iiwide irf whirh the 
dire« I i:4|i between the two bands has begun to In- 
• reaju- with derreaslm: f.    Hut outside ol this 
» -lumr. the «ap m Mill derreaslni; with d«-rreasing 
f, IM IVTe-like fawhinn.   Carriers (rom the tatter 
r«(ta« are evidently the dominant Influenre on the 
e«{wrlmr.ilal renull» riled lor /•-type SnTe. 

In ne« <rf ihr jiwnrr rrmartut. II mtehl well he 
«MlniMied IMI Ihr form o| the Frrml suriaees In 
tfce l%,..>ln, Te nniem • ■ emlre in a rather «nm 
idkf *i«4 fMktos M • rlMM«e* ttvtm 0 to |.    In hi I. 
• ■■■*'» «d »e «ne«>Mir<rn»mta n| rnndurllrlh . 
•toll tmH1**m,  Md Ihrrm-^inlr.i  pnarr «to st*- 
P* •■ ««wflMto» «M -4 Otr ordinan m lakinc 

■.A*****""**"^' ** ,l,,*■,*l'-*,• M««t ma de 
"♦■■• *'!•»• •*!..•. ,tw NMxMMHeloihr kind 

rtW»ftlf    III    I   mim-~-*mt,i_   „,n^ 
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Some complications have been observed in these 
effects in the alloys ^,',6 (but not always1") and in 
teTt,**'*' but they have been tentatively ascribed 
to Rrowth striations and to a low-temperature phase 
change, respectively. 

II now seems clear that the first stronn experi- 
mental evidence that highly distorted Fermi surfaces 
appear in the Pb^Sn^Te system was the weak-field 
MR data in /»-type SnTe.   It is the goal of this paper 
to demonstrate that the nature of those distortions 
can be inferred from the weak-field results. 

On the theoretical side, some of the more recent 
SnTe band calculations67-69'72-74 also suggest that 
distorted Fermi surfaces should appear near the 
L points. 

II.   EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

All measurements were carried out on oriented 
bulk samples of SnTe cut from large single crystals 
yrown by the Czochralski method.88  The nominal 
carrier density p* of the as-grown crystals was 
about 8 MO20 cm"3.   Nominal carrier density is 
defined by the relation 

/»*= t/(ß0le[) cm' (1) 

where Ra is the weak-field Hall coefficient in cm'/C 
[measured in the low-temperature range (77 K or 
lower) where it does not vary with temperature] 
and c is the electronic charge in C. 

Carrier densities higher or lower than the as- 
grown value were obtained using Drebrick's tech- 
nique.34 i.e., by annealing the samples at various 
temperatures in the presence of ingots containing 
large excesses of Te or Sn,  respectively.   In this 
way, the composition limits of stability at the par- 
ticular annealing temperature can be reached after 
a sufficient time interval.   In some cases, carrier 
densities on the boundaries of the solidus field and 
within it were Dbtained by vacuum-annealing sam- 
ples which had been coated with relatively small 
amounts of Sn.37 

The sample dinensions were approximately 
3
A1 A5 mm.    Rhodium plates under spring pressure 

formed the current contacts, and rhodium spring 
wires with sharpened tips were used for the resis- 
tivity and Hall probes.   Conventional dc measure- 
ments were made with a Rubicon microvolt poten- 
tiometer and a Guideline galvanometer.   At a sz.m- 
plo current of 400 mA and a magnetic field intensity 
of 10 kOe, the Hall and MR signals were in the 
ID'6- and 10"7-V ranges, respectively, and, as 
expected in weak magnetic fields, were proportional 
to the first and second powers of the field. 

The MR at 295 and 77 K was measured with the 
sample directly immersed in water- and in liquid 
nitrogen.   Under these conditions, the Peltier 
heating and cooling at the sample ends produced a 
thermoelectric voltage across the resistivity probes 

which was less than IS of (ho total Hlitnal. 

Ill    KIM 11S WD IMS« I SSIOS 

A    SUIIIIIMI« ot Mum IIII.MKIJII, . n.i, 

The most extensive MR meuMurrmentti were i>b- 
tained on | HOj-oriented crvstals with />* 9 • lO" 
and 1.5- 102" cnr1. The Hall mobllitlOH ami three 
different MR coeflicienls at 290 and 77 K lor Un-se 
samples arc summarized in Table I. Included for 
comparison are the same quantities published ear- 
lier on PbTe at/>•   3 ^lO'Vm-V 

The MR data shown in the tanle are the dlmen- 
sionless coefficients U£S defined bv 

Ap/ft« .^C; (;!„///(-■) 12) 

where bp/fa is the fractional change in the zero- 
field resistivity,  rtp> and 6e£ iair'tify tbe sample- 
current and magnetic field direction; with respect 
to the cubic axes of the crystal,  ßH (  lt/f$ is the 
Hall mobility, // is the magnetic field intensity, 
and C is the "compatibility factor" which equals 
108 (no dimensions) when nH is in cm2/Vsec and 
// is in Oe. 

Following these data in Table I are the dimension- 
less Seitz coefficients h,r, and d.   They are deter- 
mined from the experimental .1/^ values by using 
the relatiraship 

Ml
l£.b*e{i:ii.jn,?+d{Lrftft, (3) 

where tj and Ify are the direction cosines of the 
sample-current and magnetic field directions rela- 
tive to the cubic axes of the crystal. 

The final line of Table I presents values of the 
MR symmetry parameter c, defined as 

= -(&+c)/rf> (4, 

and determined from the expcrimenlal data.    It is 
Che behavior of this symmetry parameter which 
leads us to describe the SnTe weak-field MR data 
as "peculiar. " 

Some incomplete sets of MR measurements (i. e., 
insufficient to determine 6, r, and il) were obtained 
at lower and higher carrier densities.   For reasons 
to be discussed in Sec. IIIB, we regard them as 
less reliable than those presented in Table I. 

However, one of these incomplete measurements 
will be mentioned because it seems quite relevant 
to the model which will be proposed in Sec. Ill D. 
Room-temperature MR data on a [llO]~oricnted ns- 
grown crystal (/»♦»8M020 cm"3) led to the result 
'"?iJ=A;|1

rg=2.3.   According to Eq.  (3), this equal- 
ity requires that d-Q. 

B.   Rcliabilily of Data 

Because the MR data are so peculiar, it is es- 
sential to examine carefully the question of their 
reliab'Uty. 
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• fh» imprrimrtiial imrrrlaMllv» at* •ll«ru«M«l m •Vr lq.  Hi. 

111*1 ..( all, II is kno.n thai MR m. .wmr. n.. • i* 
havr ..li.ti I.. .11 plaKu<\l wilh «liMi. ultir- rauiwd b>' 
Ihr prPBcnrr ol Impurlllrs in Ihr bulk, b>- ronlaml- 
natod aumplp aurfacea, and by aamplr-rnrf imlpn IN 

PIIPCU.   Hui hrrc, aa In Ihr raar ol PbTr   Ihr com- 
btnallon u( hi|{h carripr dpnsit>- and lii,:!i rnndurlh ;t> 
should make Ihcar problrnia unimporlanl.   Thr hlRh 
(•xtrlnalc imaitlvc carrier deratly, due lo Ihr Tr 
execaa, Hwani|M oul any PIIPCI» Irom hard-lo-re- 
movp imiu.i iin s and surface contamlnaluin and Ihr 
hltfh condurllvlty mlnimt/.es rurrenl-dlslnrllnt: r(- 
(rcls at Hi.  sample ends and al the points «here 
the metallic probes contact the sample. 

f Is posstblc that the nonstolchlometry which 
produces the extrinsic carriers la not constant 
over the volume ot a sample.   The MI. i. crystals 

uscxl lor the Ml» measurement» were selected from 
a I ii •>■ number of samples.    Mill coelllrlenl ant* 
Hall mobility data on these samples, which ac- 
cumulated over a period of several vears. but 
which were never published, are shown In Figs. 2 
and 3.    The results are smooth lunclions of /•*, ex* 
cepl at />,* » 2. 5 ^lO"1 cm"*, wlere a sharp kink in 
tin Hall ratio !< ,   H  r.iipears and a slntht droop In 
the ».,, data at 77 K may I"' detected.   It Is generallv 
:iKrecd that /.J Is the nomliuil c.iir.rr tlensity almv 
which tlie low-temperature Fermi level ilro|)6 IN-IIIW 

the subsldiary-valence-bamt maxima VBO,), so that 
holes appear in this region ol tin  /.one wiUiout Mir 
need inr thermal excitation.1''1' 

The data presented in Fi^s.  2 and 3 im hide .ill 
of the iiKMMirements made, not just those from 
•■••lectrd irvstals.    The lack of scatter in the dal.i 

suRitrsl» (hat the sample» were ol uniform and 
reasonably hlith quality.   Howiver, II must be 
noted ih it this evidence is not as conclusive as It 
im M be (or crystals with more conventional char- 
acterlstlrs.   As Fie. 3 Bhu»-N, the mobility Is ap- 
proximately proportional to ! /•* at 295 and 77 K. 
so that the conductivity  • is ■mlv a weak function of 
;■ *    This suitiiests that a nonunilorm carrier den- 
sity would not cause distorted current (low lines. 
In the usual case, current distortion would lead to 
an abnormally low a. 

On the oilier hand, current distortions should 
.i|i|M .ii in a magnetic field, since the mobilitv and 
hence the Hall angle will lie position dependent in 
an Inhomogeneous sample.   Inforlunately. any 
i li.n, •■ in H,  real or spurious, produces a self- 
com|iensatini! effect on i.„; I.e., the data |>oitit is 
moved along the true curve of >■„ vs /•'.   However, 
the Ml! data ouuht to be sensitive to mobility In- 
homogeneilies, producing a sinirii.us effect which 
Is proportional to the square of the mobility varia- 
tion in Hie sample.   Such an effect. If present, is 
evidently not very la -ge in the SnTe MR data. 

Furthermore, the Shulinikov-de Haas effect has 
been observed in mam of the samples on which the 
measurements in Fig». 2 and 3 were made. Includ- 
ing those used for ihe weak-llrld Mil ■MttM.1' 
As mam as 60 oscillations were observed,  implvn ■. 
that the currier density over most of the voUnr.e 
of the sample is constant In within \'\ or so, 

W«  feel that ItM /•* range from which tl.e SnTi   MR 
iiie,isiirement>'. in Table I were obtiiinitl priKluted 
the highest posslhle  '-la quality.    At lower />*. 
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von- lonu anneal llnn-s (several months) were 
required to reach the composition limit of stability 
o( the solldus field; inevitably, this raises some 
doubt that the limit was actually attained in tht 
sample interior.   On the ether hand, since 'he 
weak-field MR varies as /4 »nd MV    1//'*. the MR 
signals at hiRher />* become much smaller and hence 
less accurate. 

Partial sets of MR data taken on additional SnTe 
samples at or near the />* values given in Table 1, 
together with the limitations of the measuring ap- 
paratus, suggest that the SnTe MR coefficients 
are accurate to within t 0. 03.   If we assume that 
this accuracy is the variance in the errors of the 
MR coefficients and that these errors are normally 
distributed, the variances of the errors in h,r, and 
(/ can be calculated.   These variances are listed in 
Table 1.   An estimation of the accuracy of the MR 
symmetry parameter z presents a special problem 
in the case of SnTe because of the possibility of d 
being zero (see Sec. IIIA). In Table I we have 
listed the most probable values of z along with the 
l.-rgest changes in z which result from using all 
possible combinations of /), C, and (/ within limits 
set by their "ariances.   This analysis assumes that 
systematic errors are negligible.   The justification 
for this assvmption is the close fit of the corre- 
sponding PbTe data" (obtained under the same ex- 
perimental conditions) to a model which has been 
verified by a number of Independent experiments. 
The accuracy of the SnTe MR data is not as high as 
that obtained In the PbTe samples, but we ascribe 
most of this difference to the smaUer size of the 
MR signals generated in SnTe. 

C.   Interpretive Problem 

The behavior of weak-field MR has been useful 
in determining the orientation of the constant-energy 
surfaces in a number of multivalley semiconduc- 
tors.89 

The simplest ellipsoid-of-revolution (KOR) 
multivalley models with over-.ill cubic symmetry 
predict the signs for /)» r and il and the specific 
values for the symmetry parameter z which are 
summarized in Table 11."'  It should be noted that 
the magnitudes of /), c, and '/ are functions of the 
specific shape of the KOR, its orientation, the 
energy dependence of the scattering time, and the 
degree of degeneration of the statistics, while ^ 
depends only on the valley orientation.   The coef- 
ficient <l is a measure of the anisotropy of the con- 
stant-energy surfaces in the valleys.   It reduces 
to zero for all of the models in Table II when the 
KOR becomes spherical, and its magnitude grows 
larger as they become more highly oblate or pro- 
late. 

The conditions under which the KOR results 
shown in Table II are valid will be discussed later 
in this section.   Assuming for the moment that they 
are valid, a comparison with the experimental 
SnTe data in Table I suggests that the valleys are 
only slightly anisotropic, and that their orientations 
(if they are EOR) are not any of the three given in 
Table II.   But these conclusions conflict with the 
evidence from the strong-field Shubnikov-de Haas 
and de Haas-van Alphen data which, as noted in 
Sec. I, suggest highly prolate (lll)-orlented val- 
leySi 39,43,54 

An obvious generalization of these simple models 
is a combination of two sets of EOR.   The main 
set would be (ill) oriented and centered on the 
VB(L) ma; ima (as required by the known properties 
of the band structure of PbTe and SnTe listed in 
Sec. I).   A second set of (110) or (100) EOR would 
be placed at appropriate points in the zone, at a 
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p* tor SnTe at 295,  77, and 4,2 K.   Data of Sagar and 
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TABI-E II.   Magnelorcsistance behavior In simplo 
ellIpsoUI-of-revolution multlvalley models. 

Vnlley «'Rn of 

orientation     h+c 
Sign 
of rf 

(111) 
(100) 
(U0) 

0 

+ 1 
-1 

slightly lower energy (i.e., of the order of kT 
l-wer).   Then raising T would excite carriers from 
the first to the second set and cause ^ to deviate 
from zero.   In this case, it does not matter whether 
the two sets of valleys belong to the same band or 

not. 
This type of model is not suitable because the 

energy difference between the VB(M and V1(S) 
maxima in SnTe is approximately 0. 3 eV.4n'*6~" 
Thus at the carrier densities in Table I, some 
deviation from 2 = 0 might occur at room tempera- 
ture but it would become negligible at 77 K.   In 
contrast to this, Table I shows in fact that much 
larger deviations occur at the lower T. 

We are forced then to return to a model which 
consists of a single set of valleys.   Another simple 
way to explain symmetry values other than 0 and 
± 1 is to consider ellipsoids of general shape, U«. ■ 
ellipsoids which are not surfaces of revolution.9" 
An earlier attempt to explain the SnTe MR data used 
this approach.2   The valley at each /, ixnnt of the 
Brillouin zone was replaced by a cluster of ellip- 
soidal valleys on tUe hexagonal zone face on which 
the L point lies. The clusters were arranged so that 
the model retained over-all cubic symmetry.   Two 
of the three principal axes of each valW were placed 
on the zone face, the third perpendicular to II. 

This model was considered because it IMMMM 

the valence-band structure of Sb." the olemenl 
which is isoelectronic to SnTe (see Srr. Ill F for I 
further discussion of the relevance of the .Mt band 
structure).   Fitting this model to the SnTo data at 
both carrier densities and temiteiaturps. hn*evrr. 
always led to ellipsoids which arr v*rv eWwNsat«! 
i,i the plane of the /one lace.  i.e.. t>,'*p,>*h> .Vt. 
to the Mil   dlroctlonii.   Since Ihrrr arrno «Mhrr 
data to support «uch a roodrl, and mnrr »« later 
came into direct conflict with the hurh-lirM daU 
on SnTe. the model wa« not coi»Mlere«l luflhrr 

Another attempt to account Cor Ihr SnTr MR I»- 
havlor,,k* uaed a prolate 'III -orienled »urlace- 
ol-revolution veralon <* Ihe mnt M drvrH«*! I* 
Morrell Cohen lor Bl. **   The Cohen »uHar« M wm- 
Hliiwoidal and n ^»puraboDir. and It» ••»»»» m a 
Mror«fumUciB"".ier«y.    T*e model A«-* a 
Isotropie scatlezin«. bvl ot»r rf Ihr pr«*«^ 
ha« pointed out the «pnralenre .4 »ha|» <*£■* 
and «. aHenn« mmtAt'igH *  Hf«rr Ihr r*-W I« 

quite a bit more general than the EOR or general 
ellipsoidal types, and would seem to be capable 
of reproducing the behavior of the Mit symmetry 
parameter z.   It is also a reasonable model, be- 
cause of the Bi-SnTe familial connection. 

The results of this calculation were surprising: 
It was found that a is restricted to the narrow 
interval between 0 and - 0. 3, for wide ranges of 
the model parameters, including those which gen- 
erate a highly distorted dumbbell-shaped Fermi 
surface.   The only exception occurs when b, r, 
and d are all small.   But this correspondb to a 
nearly spherical surface which is clearly not ap- 
propriate for SnTe.   This unexpected result sug- 
Kests that an explanation for the experimental data 
will require a model In which rotational invariance 
of the carrier properties about kfae (111) axes is 

)H)I present. 
Section HID will consider the particular form 

that such a model might take.   But first, we want 
to consider briefly a different approach to the prob- 
lem of understanding the peculiar MR symmetry. 
Instead of making the Fermi-surface shaiie non- 
simple, we might generalize the nature of the car- 
rier-scattering time on the surface, or even go so 
far as to sav that it cannot be defined.   The values 
^ - 0 and 11 given for the EOR models in Table II 
were obtained by making the standard assumptions 
that a scattering parameter may be substituted for 
the collision-integral part of the Boltzm.mn equa- 
tion, and that the scattering lime Is Inotroplc or 
»xpressible as a diagonal tensor in the principal- 
axis coordinate »vstem of each valley. 

But Ihls approach must lie vlened In the imht >* 
the MR data for I'l.Te which are aim. summarized 
in Table I.   In that case, the avmmetrv roodlllon 
is precistly ol»eved al twodlllerenl leroperal re*, 
even though the »cattrrinu I« m.l iM-ropl. and even 
though the e«l»tence .4 a scallerl»« lime ma% V 
questioned.   The first part ol Ihe alwte slalemrn« 
jolLms becausr Ihe ..«.. anisotroi* I» atooul I? m 
* type PKTe " •*••* «hlle Ihr MMMI anl»o«rop* 
Urs bri*e™ 4 and 4." "   TIK second part Mk^» 
from Us- *«♦"••' impnrtanre ol .^tral scaMrtinc. 
lor «hire a sralleriwn «line raiwl als«s tor «Minrrt 

The wwll i   0 lor PI.Tr thus implle» »*•' %** 
sealterli« Umr «k»» e«»»l and has «w •iwp«r I"»"' 
«inch Iraito I« VMA *mW*,   » mimm mnmemm 
to make radicalh Alletwl mmm&wm **** •»«« 
Irr ine m th» *l«Mi» r»l*»* m**r%M mU 

Mem* «• r*«w» »• »e «»»-*-   ln~4m*** 

>>|>ii'' «^ n irtrtM 

***** »«ii»»«^*«*i 
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information became available whii'li BUggested the 
next step.   Tlie tlieory was Cohen and Taang'a de- 
tailed calculation of the constant-energy surfaces 
in the VB(L) region of SnTe.72   They found that the 
cross sections perpendicular to H'e (111) symmetry 
axi   of each valley change from i 1 rcular to a dis- 
tor 3d form with threefold rotational symmetry, as 
the plane of the cross section moves from the zone 
face into the interior of the zone.    Ultimately, 
three knobs appear to be developing at each end 
of each valley. 

On the experimental side, de Haas-van Alphen 
measurements on SnTe samples witli />*   6 and 
8 MO20 cm-1 (v huh are greater than /> J) detected 
a new Fermi-sui'face cross section which is prolate 
and «'lOCT oriented.'3   These pockets were discovered 
earlier, but tluir shape and orientation were nnl 
investigated.19   Their TOO   orientation,  at first, 
seemed surprising,  since the band-structure cal- 
culations suggested that the subsidiary-valence- 
band maxima were located along the /n0   axes. 

These results led us io develop the model shown 
In Kig. 4.    It Is presented In a stylized form which 
emphasizes thi features needed to explain the weak- 
field MH data.   It consists of a set of four highly 
distorted vallevs eenterrd on the VBU.) maxima 
and a second set of 12 prolale-rlllpsoldal surfaces 
enclosing the subsidiary VH(~) maxima. 

It Ix Important to point nut that Hi;. 4, as drawn. 
Implies that f>' » f>l slnrp Ihr sulmldlarv |KM krts 
.ire «hovin orrupled.   The lollnwmi: rxplanallon for 
the  .. ik-di Id MH data < .W.iin.tl at />*   !•? I» based 
no Ihr nalurr n( lite main VB«n porkrts alone.   Thr 
•ubsUiary porkrtji mtrr includrd In I ip   4 in nrrtrr 
to makr ll rlrar htwr '100 -nrlrnlird Hliimuid» ran 
a|i|N>ar aiabsi Ihr '110 *\r* ol Ihr Rrillmiin /our 
In acMHion. Ihrir prt^krnrr locuam atlr«il|nn on Ihr 
rwamlul ralr pl^trri In Ihr nutaiMilan VBl' I mj» 

Tlvn »rr mfkiiMiiblr lor Ihr wrnMilivr n^nm-r 

In which the shape of the main VB(L) pockets de- 
liends on /)* and 7'. 

The arguments to support the appearance of the 
particular form of the distorted main VB(/.) pockets 
shown in Fig. 4 are as follows:   The inner ends of 
the eight halt-ellipsoids of the (111>-E0R multi- 
valley model form the corners of a cube with edges 
which are parallel to the (100) directions of the 
Brillouin zone.   These edges link each valley to its 
three nearest neighbors.   The midpoints of the 
cube edges intersect the (110) axes of the zone near 
the VB(i:) maxima.   Because of these bridges of 
relatively high energy in the valence band, the 
main (lll)-oriented valleys very rapidly deform 
as they increase in size, "reaching out"in the (100) 
directions inwards their three nearest neighbors. 

How will b, c,(l, and ^ behave in such a model? 
One way to attempt to answer this question Is by 
replacing each distorted Fermi surface in Fig. 4 
l)y a combination of separate (111)- and (l00x-ori- 
ented FOR of appropriate sizes.   In a weak mag- 
netic field, this will be a reasonable approximatloii 
to the true surface so long as the area in which the 
two models differ from each other constitutes only 
a small fraction of the total Forml-surface area. 

According to Table II, h* r   0 and <l> 0 for a 
(III -FOR model, while /»♦r>0, il--0 lor the (lOC1- 
KOR case.    The initial effect of Introducing a small 
(racllon of '100 character into the purely (111) 
model will surely be to make h • r   0. so that ^ 
will change Irom 0 to a negative value Isee Kq. 
(4)|.   Asthe'lCT  cliaiarler < »creases In Impor- 
lanrr. ./ must decrease and ultimately change sign. 
As this is hainM-ninc,     - - ' and )umps to • ».   A 
sllll slron^rr   100 rhararler would causi  I to ap- 
proarh • 1. 

In Irrin* of this simple approxlmallon to Ihe true 
Frrml »iirl.ii«. Ihr nrmll'-r valurs ol | lound v\- 
(w-nnwni.tlh iorrrspond to a rombinallon of T 11 
and   100 »tmrnrtrir». «ülhlhr   III   rhararlrr 
don inMll.    Thus UNr •. <t/. |inrlltvr .f dor» no! ror- 
r« «{««Ki I» tM^rh «lArri« al vallrys but ralhrr to 
Ihr rnfMpr«*alli». Hin I ol l«o Ivpr* oi »\ mntclr 
• huh.  «rfwial. 1%.   ««mid |>rurturr f«i^,  ,1 mlm,-• 
•4 nf^DMllr MOM. 

100 iMtrr* will »wrrlt brcomr mmrt 
m M» rmtrwt drwrih craws. -1 MMWM 

Ml wwwim f"    Tlw dr}»ndmcr oa T 
w lr«» *9ttmm. hr«M»r Uw rrMttr tm**-m of Vhr 
tmu I m* VRi') nM^l— m »Tr kw Ml hrm 
«rtlMM» <Mrf HI i    IM M «rrum m*v llh» h 
«■I t. wM «r«r. ww wM» *m*mm$ T. m TH. t 

Ira» Mr »«»«Ml» «d VMf I MMHI «r VST \ 

wit 
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tloned In Sec. IIIA, may or may not be very ac- 
curate.   If it is, however, it need no longer be re- 
garded as a strange anomaly, but simply as tiie 
next event in the evolution of the distorted Fermi 
surface In Fig. 4, viz., the point at which the ef- 
fects of the (100) and (ill) anisotropies completely 
cancel. 

The weak-field MR behavior for a combination 
(111)- and (100>-EOR multivalley model has already 
been calculated by Glicksman and applied to Ge-Si 
alloys.96   For the present purposes, we examined 
the characteristics of the simplest possible version 
of such a model, namely one in which the two types 
of valleys have fhe same shape and the carriers in 
them have the same mobility.   Then only one new 
variable is introduced, / ( = />i0n//'iii). the ratio of 
carrier density in one (100) to that in one (ill) 
valley.   We found that 

«--//(i-/). (5) 

This result shows that relatively small knobs can 
have a major effect on the value of -s, the obvious 
example being that  i — »as /•»•fa,   In part, this is 
simply a consequence of the fact that there are six 
(100) knobs for each (ill) valley. 

It should be noted that a threefold distortion of a 
circular cross section is difficult to detect with 
high-field effects which measure Fermi-surface 
cross sections, because minimum and maximum 
rmlii occur opposite each other.   Thus the angular 
variation in the dianictcy of the cross section is 
greatly diminished. 

We have described the subsidiary vn(i;) pockets 
as prolate ellipsoids merely because that is the 
simplest form consistent with the scanty experi- 
mental information about them.54   It should be men- 
tioned in passing that the appearance of the sub- 
sidiary pocket- implies that the VDCi;) points are 
relative maxima in the valence band.   This is not 
a completely settled matter; they could be saddle 
points.   In that case, no subsidiary pockets would 
appear at any />*.   Instead, the kinks in the Hall 
coefficient and mobility data (Figs. 2 and 3) at p% 
would occur when the (100) knobs of the main val- 
leys first touch each other on the (110) axes of the 
zone.   Thio alternative would ak    lead to the ap- 
pparance of a new cross section in the Shubnikov- 
de Haav or de Haas-van Alphen data.   The trouble 
with this interpretation is that the carrier densities 
ne«M to bring the knobs together would seem to 
be much largGr than the observed value of p\, 

t    Olher Propcrlirs 

Other puzzline results for SnTe which may now be 
undersUmdi in term« of the model in Fig. 4 are the 
elastic "constants" And the elastoresistance. 

The elastic-stiffitrss-tensor components r44 and 
rii ~ rit" *•»*«■•> correspond to two types of pure 

shear, were both iound to depend strongly on />• 
in the range (1. 2-20) ' lO2" vmA,*M  The mag- 
nitudes of the corresponding elastoresistatice tensor 
components ///44 and | (<»/,, - /*/|2) also turned out to 
be large for p* between 1.8 and 19. 6   10?" cnr1. ■ 

A general explanation lor such characteristics 
was based on intervalley carrier transfer which 
occurs when the strain shifts the energy ol some 
of the vnlleys relative to that of the remaining 
ones.9"   But only (Ic^/il/i* and ///44 are predicted 
to be large in a (lll)-KOH model, and only d (r,, 
- Ci^/dp* and '(;//,, - y/(|2) in the (100) model, be- 
cause in each case the other type of shear does 
not break the valley degeneracy. 

The fact that the model proposed in this paper 
is a combination of (ill) and (100) symmetries 
suggests how both types of shear can produce 
lar^e effects in SnTe. 

There have been a number of puzzling features 
of the behavior of the thermoelectric power. Hall 
coefficient, and Hall mobility in SnTe which have 
not been satisfactorily explained.   We do not want 
to examine these features in detail in this paper, 
but we will point out in a general way how two char- 
acteristics of the model in Fig. 4 can be used to 
explain the experimental data. 

The first characteristic is its very strong non- 
parabolicity.   The Cohen and Dimmock models 
underestimate the nonparabolicity at higher carrier 
densities, because they do not take into account the 
important effects of the Vn{^) maxima on the en- 
ergy-momentum relationship as one moves away 
from the immediate vicinity of the VB(Z,) maxima. 
The second is the fact that the pockets which ap- 
pear neic VB(i;) at p*>pf do not constitute a second 
band.   Therefore the properties of the carriers in 
the main and subsidiary pockets will become less 
and less different as the total carrier density in- 
creases and the two types of packets approach eacli 
other. 

The first feature makes it easier to understand 
how so many carriers are able to fit into what most 
analyses suggest is the rather small energy separa- 
tion of the VB(L) and VB(^) maxima (but, as noted 
earlier, large compared to k'T).   It also makes the 
very small values of thermoelectric power observed 
for /'*</>J, seem more reasonable.   These values 
are depressed by the abnormally slow increase of 
a with />*. 

Both features of the model help to explain the un- 
usually rapid drop in nH with increasing p*t the 
surprisingly small number of carriers in the sub- 
sidiary pockets for /)*>/>J,39'54 and the small per- 
turbation of the mobility curve as />* passes through 
/>J.   The high effective-mass and low mobility val- 
ues ascribed to the "second valence band" in some 
of the earlier analyses of SnTe transport data might 
just as well be associated with the high-/)* extrap- 
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olallonB of the- nonparabollc nature at the carrier« 
in the main |iocket«. 

Finally, there la the queatlon of the Mall factor 
»•, defined by the relation 

where /> la the true tarrler denalty.   Conaequently. 
usinu Kq. (I). /-»/•*•    ^e kink in the Hall-ratio 
behavior shown In Flf,. 2 «uKuest« that a modeat 
increase in » occurs for /»* >/>t   This is In accord 
with the two Kcneral properties of the propoeco 
model cited above.   However, the Hall -Uta In 
FIR. 2 are not consistent with the result« of direct 
measurements of r which Indicate that • = 0.6 i lOl 
lor />• between 8. 5 -10" a»id 2 ' lO»' cm4 

Tsu. Howard, and Esaki have arnufK«. that the 
two results can be reconciled. -Jclnn .nto account 
the exiierimental uncertainties.10  '   They calculated 
t uslnn the Dlmmock-WrlKht k.p model.*'   As P 
increases. » decreases steadily for />•" fl but this 
is counterbalanced by contribirtlons from carriers 
in the subsidiary pockets when />•>/>;. 

Measurements of » at more closely spaced value« 
uf />* are needed.   The behavior of > vs f* can have 
a crucial effect on the calculation of other properties 
such as the susceptibility effective mass In 
PbL.Sn.Te.»'1" 

F.   C'umpiiriMin» wilh Band Slrmlun-s nl Hi. Sb. and llicir 
Mlnys 

In this final dlseuf«Ion section, some similarities 
in the basic features of the band structures of the 
two alloy systems PbL.Sn.Tc and Bt^Sb. will be 
identified. 

Fli3t, we mention an earlier observation con- 
cerning ^e rase x - 0. I.e., PbTe and Bl.   A very 
striking and direct connection between the band 
structures of these two materials was pointed out 
by Hall and Koelll^;.',9  The analogy they drew makes 
the now-accepted version of the band structure of 
Bi (about which so much controversy had swirled 
for many years) seem simple and obvious. 

As noted in Sec. I, PbTe Is a multlvalley semi- 
conductor with a direct gap at the four L points of 
the zone.   If an extensive unlaxlal stress Is applied 
along one of the (111) directions, the lattice and 
the corresponding Drillouln zone acquire the trigonal 
symmetry found in Hi.   The center of the hexagonal 
zone face normal to the stress axis is tben called 
r. rather than /,, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Hall and Koenig noted that the experimef tally 
determined piezoreslstance coefficient for euch a 
stress has opposite signs for extrinsic H- and />- 
type samples of PbTe.   Those signs, plus the pro- 
late nature of the energy surfaces near the conduc- 
tion- and valence-band edges, establish that the 
energy at T rises relative to that at the three /- 
points, in holh bamls. 

Klti. ">.   (•> Itrlllouln /one »<>i J^.   Daiihc«! llm- jtlt-nll- 
fleR Hie verllcnl mirror plane 77. f ami <laKh-ilol line 
a U-ofolil rotation axl» WI.W.   rti) The mlrmr piano of 
(at. »ho» In« It« Intoinectlon with a rondii.-tlon-i.and v:il- 
ItfV («I M ami valeme-l.an<l xnllo> (at Ml.   Not drawn to 

iicalp. 

The stress. If It could be made large enough, 
would ultimately raise the valence-band energy 
at r above the conduction-band energy at the L 
points.   In this simple direct way, the semlmetal- 
lic M band structure-the three Shoenberg-tilted 
electron ' .'Ulpsoids" at the /. points, plus the sin- 
gle iiole ROR at T-ls generated. 

Here   we want to examine the case »»l, I.e.. 
SnTe and Sb.   In Sec. HIC above, the calculation 
using the zone-face cluster model was described 
as an unsuccessful attempt to explain the .S.iTe MR 
data in terms of a Sb-llkc valence-band structure. 
It turnp out after all that there are a number ol 
strong links betwee;i the band structures of the two 
materials. 

A'ter years of confusion, it is now gmerally ac- 
cepted that the Fermi surfaces in the comlurlion 
hanil of So (and As s-'so) are n jalltatively the same 
as those In Bl-three elongated surfaces at the L 
points, slightly tilted out of the plane which is per- 
pendicular to the »rigonal a-is."10 

The shape of »lie constant-energy surfaces near 
the conduction-band minima is restricted by two 
symmetry operations at /.. the vertical mirror 
plane VTL and the horizontal twofold rotation axis 
WLW which arc identified in Fig. 5.    HX* (b) of 
this figure contains a sketch of the intersection of 
one of these Sb conductior-band /alleys with the 
mirror plane through /..    B has an S shape,'" 
curving away from the normal to the hexagonal- 
zone face it /., toward the T point on the adjacent 

k 
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lioxanoiuil iMti 
Thi« (lr»t analony to In- noted for tin- MM I    I 

Is thai thf torioHpondiiin niiriDi-plaiU' etOM MC- 
HM thnuinh an /. point of the proposed SnTi- niodol 
of Kit;. 4 has MM MMN kind of S-sliaix'd iross sec- 
tion, due to the preseme of the knobs.    I'resutnubly 
the distortion is present for the MOM reason in 
hoth SnTe and Sb-the surface is "reaching out" 
toward a nelt;hl)orlnn region of the /.one which lies 
In the same MM0 ranj;e. 

There is a difference between the two cases:   In 
Sb. there Is only one mirror plane through a nlven 
/, point, while In Sn Te there are three (and three 
S-shapod cross sections), because m the latter 
case r/. Is an axis of threefold rotational sym- 
metry.    Despite this difference, however, there 
may well be two .iddltional knobs near each end of 
the Sb conduction-band surface, lyinn on opposite 
sides of the mirror plane.   We would not be sur- 
prised to learn that the corresponding bulges are 
also pres-mt in both the conduction- and valence- 
band surfaces of m.   (As noted above, these distor- 
tions may be difficult to detect using the high-field 
techniques.) 

One specific reason for giving up the original at- 
tempt to link the band structures of Sb and SnTe was 
that It became evident that the energy surfaces near 
the top of the valence band In SnTe enclose the L 
points (at least at the carrier densities studied) 
whereas the valence-band mavima In Sb have moved 
away from L (or T as it is called there) to a set of 
nearby points laoelled //.'' 

One of the // points and the Fermi surface sur- 
rounding it are shown In Fig.  5.   It Itefl on the 
reflection plane near the F.? lines which in the 
cubic zone would be the MlO   .ixei (F//   0. 52 T/.: 
the angle between them is U  ). Furthermore. Ih« 
Ai valence-band surfaces at // arc elongated and 
point towards 7'; i.e.. they arc approximately 
parallel to the F.Y directions which In the cubic 
case become the 'lOO- axes. 

Thus we find a second analogy at \    1:   In loca- 
tion, shape, and orientation, the Fermi surfaces 
near the main maxima of the Sb valence band cor- 
respond very closely to the pockets associated with 
the subsidiary VI3(i;) maxima in the SnTe valence 
band.   And these subsidiary maxima do have an 
important effect on the shape of the distorted con- 
stant-energy surfaces near the main VB(i-) maxima 
of the SnTe valence band.   In this sense then, the 
valence-band structures of SnTe and Sb are closely 
related. 

In Bl^Sb, alloys, Lerner, Cuff, and Williams 
and Golin10' suggested that the levels which form 
the direct gap at the L points comes together and 
cross as Sb is added to Bl. This of course is di- 
rectly analogous to the band-crossing model pro- 
posed by Dimmock. Melngallls, and Strauss for 

in? 

the PbL.Sn.Te alloys.7" 
At the same time, however, the addition of Sb to 

Bl causes the valence-band energy maximum at T 
to decrease so rapidly that when if« 0, 07 ± 0. 01, it 
drops below the conduction-band minimum at L, 
and Bii.jSb, becomes a semiconductor. 

It seems likely that the addition of Sb to Bl ;/,- 
,m;.sr.s the direct gap at T.   It is therefore tempt- 
ing to conclude that in Bl the conductloi.- and va- 
lence-band levels at T are the same as those at the 
L points, but In reversed order,  i.e.. they are 
already SnTe-llke.   The band-structure calculations 
do not bear this out.   But since the levels Involved 
are so close to each other and are so sensitive to 
details of the band calculation, this speculation 
should not be ruljd out just yet, 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

For a long time we had been puzzled by the pe- 
culiar behavior of the weak-field magnetoreslstance 
in /'-type SnTe, a behavior in very sharp contrast 
to that found in /'-type PbTe.   The acquisition of 
high-field Shubnikov-de Haas and de Haas-van 
Alphen data on SnTe did not improve the situation; 
in fact, it appeared that the low- and high-field data 
were not consistent. 

In this paper we have described a Fermi-surface 
model which can resolve the apparent contradiction. 
The model was not specified analytically, but it 
was easy to describe in terms of its essential fea- 
tures, prolate (ill! valleys to which are attached 
(100>-orlented knobs.   We have tried to make the 
model more plausible by relating it to some gen- 
eral features of the band structures of the IV-V1 
compound semiconductors and the coUmm-V semi- 
melals. 

We also examined in some detail a number of 
alternative approaches which could not account 
for the data.   In so doing, we hope to have demon- 
strated the paramount Importance of the symmetry 
axes of a multivalley model to the behavior of the 
weak-field magnetoreslstance:   Rotational invar- 
lance of carrier properties about specified axes 
lends to produce a characteristic weak-field sym- 
metry, regardless of the detailed nature of the 
rotational invar lance.   But even modest deviations 
from that invariance can have a major effect on 
the weak-field MR symmetry. 

We also noted that the kinds of distorted model 
discussed in this paper may be difficult to detect 
using the high-field oscillatory measurements. 
Cross sections of a Fermi surface perpendicular 
to its axis of threefold rotational symmetry may 
have a decidedly noncircular form, but the angular 
variation In the area of the set of cross sections 
in planes which include the symmetry axis are 
likely to be relatively small.   We hope therefore 
to have shown that weak-field MR measurements 
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can sometimes be useful in the analyslB ol elec- 
tronic properties outside ol (lie baml-edue region 
where they are normally used.    IVrl.aps It can he 
worthwhile, under the appropriate circumulanceB. 
to attempt to Interpret such data In an "Intermedi- 
ate" carrier density iaii|;e cxlendinn Irom. say. 
10" to 1021 cm"1. 
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